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Got MLK?

Notre Dame girls describe their service experiences on
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, 2014
From Elise Higgins (’14)
On January 20, Walking the Walk volunteered at Inglis House, a
place for people with physical disabilities to live. Our group did
this as part of the service learning aspect of the program. While
Walking the Walk focuses on overcoming religious differences
through understanding, our time at Inglis House helps us see past
other differences as well.
Much of our day was spent talking with residents and doing
arts and crafts projects. We also watched a video about a woman
who had both of her legs amputated from the knee down yet still
found ways to be academically and even athletically successful.
Learning how a person can overcome a disability showed all of us-and encouraged the residents we met that day--to realize that almost
anything is possible with the right frame of mind.

Main Line, or the Tundra?
by Marissa Baum, Editor in Chief (’14)

It is no news to anyone that we have had our fair share of a
snowy winter (9 snow days?) this year. If you were anything
like me you spent most of your days watching Gossip Girl on
Netflix in your pajamas and slippers only venturing outside if
you has an Ex-Winterball/Olympic party to attend, to shovel
your driveway or to raid the nearest Starbucks in order to get
some cyber-schooling completed. Some of us; however, were
not so lucky with no electricity, heat, or hot water. This caused
a variety issues for many of our ND girls as well as the entire
community. What I found impressive though was all of the
stories I heard about how many girls and their families opened
their homes, fridges (and showers!) to people suffering from
the various snow storms. Great sisterhood ND, that’s what I
like to hear! Due to the bind that this wicked snow has put us
in, unfortunately many events were delayed and have to be
rescheduled including Winter Ball (Feb.28th), St. Julie Feast
Day Mass (TBD), President’s Day Weekend (Sorry, Presidents!),
college acceptance letters (No mail for you, seniors!)--as well as
any tests or quizzes your teachers probably planned. All that
studying you didn’t do over the apocalypse? Yeah, you should
probably get on that.
Now that spring is upon us (hopefully) it is time to have
your mind filled with spring break plans (for you underclassmen), and Prom (for you upperclassmen)! I sure hope everyone
had a safe and relaxing few snow days. Now, let’s get back to
work, Notre Dame!
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From Gretchen Heisler (’17)
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. once said, “Life’s most persistent
and urgent question is: ‘What are you doing for others?’” For me,
MLK, Jr. Day used to be just another day off from school. My family and I would spend the day skiing together. I never took the time
to think about why I actually had the day off. So this year when I
choose to spend the day doing service, I grew curious about why
this holiday is called a “Day of Service.” Martin Luther King, Jr.
was a pastor and leader in the civil rights movement who preached
non-violent civil disobedience. He was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1964 for his efforts to end racial inequality in the United
States. On April 4, 1968 he was assassinated and almost immediately after, other civil rights leaders began to lobby Congress to
create a holiday in his honor. It wasn’t until 1983, when President
Ronald Reagan signed the bill, that Martin Luther King Day became a federal holiday. It is celebrated on the third Monday in January to coincide with King’s birthday on January 15th. Until 1994,
MLK Day was a federal holiday similar to Washington’s Birthday
and Columbus Day where banks, schools, and federal offices are
closed, but nothing special is done to honor the men the holiday
was created for. In 1994, Bill Clinton signed legislation to change
the name to Martin Luther King Day of Service to honor King’s
dedication to helping others by challenging Americans to use their
day off to volunteer in their communities.
This year I took the challenge and on January 20th, I joined
other members of my parish, Saint Denis in a day of service. When
I walked through the doors I was surprised to see how many people
were there helping out. It was a family service day, so moms, dads,
and kids were all there on their day off working together to help
others. There were many stations of activities, and I went first to
go to the doll making station. The dolls are for children in hospitals
who need something to play with. I stuffed the doll, sewed it shut,
and then made a face for it and finally dressed it in a hospital gown.
The other stations were set up to help heart patients in the hospital,
homeless people, and soldiers overseas. We made pillows in the
shape of a heart for surgery patients to hold against their chest when
they cough, to help with the pain. We made liners for sleeping bags
for the homeless to help them stay warm, and finally we made cards
to thank the soldiers for their service to our country. It was much
more fun than I expected and I hope to make it an annual event.
Although I did not ski with my family, we were still all together
having fun, this time we also made a little difference in the lives of
those less fortunate than we are.
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Winter Happenings
Our Frigid Fortune
By Janet Wu (’14)
Normally, I look forward to
winter. I do not particularly look
forward to the cold winds and
temperatures, but winter provides a
season of contrast and change. This
year, Mother Nature has taken winter to the extreme. From November
through December, 2013, the Philadelphia region had already accumulated between 8-14 inches of snow.
And now, in early 2014, we have
amassed 10-14 inches. We have
had three snow days so far and are
even allowed to wear sweatpants,
scarves, and warm winter clothes
along with our uniforms!
We have not been the only
ones experiencing consequences
of this severe chill. Around the
United States, some pretty bizarre
(or unfortunate, depending on your
viewpoint) events have occurred in
2014 alone.
During the Polar Vortex in
early January, as reported by NBC
Philadelphia, an all-time record for
the lowest temperatures was set for
the month of January in the greater
Philadelphia area. However, thousands of other cities across the
United States were also experiencing frigid weather conditions.
According to Time.com, Wisconsin experienced highs of -21°F
and wind chills of -51°F. Meteorologist Eric Holthaus was able to
create snow flurries by throwing a pot of boiling water into the air
outside his home. In Chicago, as a result of the same polar vortex,
Anana, Lincoln Park Zoo’s polar bear, had to be brought indoors
because of the sub-zero temperatures. Even though most polar
bears are accustomed to these temperatures, zookeepers said that
Anana does not have the blubber that Arctic polar bears have so
she cannot survive in the frigid weather outdoors.
Also in Chicago, as stated by NBC Chicago, a peacock
named Blue became frozen to a tree when he escaped his heated
pen after feeding time. After local firefighters rescued the bird, its
zookeepers tried to revive the animal, but Blue died overnight because of his extended stay in the polar weather. Lastly, according
to MLive.com, even ski resorts had to close because of the unbearable frigidity.
Although this extreme weather has produced interesting
events, it has proved to be a hazard for both humans and animals alike. We have survived the
first half of winter, and we only have a couple of
months left! Stay warm, ND!

All Catholic Chorus Hits
All the Right Notes
By Allison Magee (’16)
All Catholic was an amazing and wonderful
experience. I didn’t do it freshman year, but my
parents and I decided it would be a good activity
to try. The auditions were so scary and I didn’t
really know what to expect, but I knew there
would be cuts. Mrs. Miller and my fellow NDA
women’s chorale members, who were participating in all catholic convinced me it would be fine.
When I found out that I made it (and wasn’t last

chair in my section), I was honestly very surprised considering I
thought that I bombed my audition. I was so excited for the weekend
of the concert, which seemed to fastly approach. The songs that we
needed to prepare were: Come travel with me, How lovely are the
messengers, How can I keep from singing?, The Ground, Sure on this
shining night, Gate gate, I can tell the world, and The Awakening.
When the weekend finally approached I was honestly pretty nervous,
because there were a lot of people involved and I knew that I needed
to be social and meet people. I met a lot of new people through the
rehearsal days, and I had so much fun that it went so fast. There
were very professional people participating, and the conductor was
very good. It was exciting during the concert to see the people that
came to see this big group of kids from so many different schools. At
first I was really nervous on stage, but when we got to the second or
third song, I loosened up. On top of that, I really did learn a lot from
the experience in terms of music education. The entire concert went
very well, and afterwards I wanted to do the weekend all over again.
I can’t wait for next year!
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Sochi Olympics
Kelly CAry ‘14

The Olympics are almost coming to a close, but there have already been enough headline stories to last us a year. From unfinished slopes to tons
of fake snow to above freezing temperature to the palm trees spotted near the Olympic village, Sochi, Russia has seemed like a very odd place to
have the winter Olympics. If you were thinking that the winter Olympics are far less interesting than the summer ones and are not worth watching,
you thought wrong. This year there has been fascinating and somewhat shocking stories to tell after every single day of competition. While we are
just waking up to put on our kilts and get ready of school, Russia and the competitors have already experienced an entire day of action. The two
biggest, most controversial Olympic stories so far?

Hotel Horrors

For weeks, the big story out of Sochi was the unfinished hotel rooms
and disappointing living conditions for the guests. Here are some of the
worst, laugh-out-loud complications correspondants and athletes have
shared with us on social media since getting to Sochi.
1) Hockey blogger Greg Wyshynski tweeted a picture of very peculiar
sign that was taped above all the toilets. It read, “Please do not flush toilet paper down the toilet!” It’s something that seems so small, but it begs
the question, where do you put it...?
2) Chicago Tribune journalist Stacy St. Clair also tweeted a picture but
this time of the color of the water coming out of her bathroom sink. One
word to describe the picture: yellow. Even with this running water, the
woman at the front desk warned her not to use it on her body because it
contained something dangerous.
3) USA bobsledder, Johnny Quinn, may have posted the best twitter
picture so far. He revealed that as he was taking a shower, the lock on the
door was either jammed or broken. Using his athleticism and strong legs
that his sport requires, he physically kicked through the door to break
free. This may be an all time low for any host country.
4) News producer Simon Stanleigh, tweeted “Good news, I have Internet, bad news, it’s dangling from the ceiling in my room...”, followed by
a picture of two giant modems dangling from air vents among a mess of
wires. How can he complain? He has one of the best commodities right?
5) One of the best tweets featured a Russian worker spray painting the
grass green. With no snow and no grass, what does Sochi have to offer,
exactly?

Thinking Spring with ND Sports Stars

LoLo Jones & Shaun White- USA superstars or busts?

Most people know LoLo Jones from her first two Olympic appearances in
track and field. She was, and still is, a star huddler that had hopes for a gold
medal and was favored to win it. However, during what may be one of the
most infamous races, LoLo tripped over a hurdle and quickly saw her Olympic dreams slip away. With two summer Olympics, 8 years of training, under
her belt and still no medal, LoLo wanted to try something new. That something was bobsledding in the winter Olympics. She controversially qualified
for the USA team, but many cried foul and declared that she only made it
because of her “exotic beauty” and household name status. From making the
team to her disappointing finish, these critics have chastised just about everything about her. USA teammate Chuck Berkeley tweeted after the competition, “Absolutely no doubt that Katie Eberling [LoLo’s teammate] would
have done better for USA. Hope the marketing dollars were worth it. #merit.”
While this isn’t the first time an athlete has used social media to call out another athlete, this comment has to sting as LoLo has slipped from a potential
USA superstar to huge bust.
The other athlete that has received plenty of criticism on social media
is superstar snowboarder Shaun White. Originally known for his overgrown,
corkscrewed red hair, the Shaun White that showed up in Sochi sported a
very attractive short haircut. He initially was signed up for two snowboarding events, but during one training run he jammed his wrist and decided that
it was best to focus only on the one event that has won him two previous gold
medals. Snowboarders from other countries cried chicken and taunted Shaun
for playing it safe and being a quitter. While Shaun stayed away from comments and criticisms like these, he failed to even make the podium on his coveted event. He fell to fourth place and devastated his American fans who have
fallen in love with the quirky snowboarder over the years. Shaun White may
have missed the mark at the Sochi Olympics, but with two Olympics golds in
USA’s name, he is far from a bust; he is an American hero.

years. For me, being a member--and co-captain, with
Regan Moran--of the freshTennis and I, a Love Match
man team was a really great
By Rachel Weber (’16)
Being a part of the tennis team is such a great experience. Each summer experience. It helped me
develop my skills and learn
I am excited for it to start and when it ends I can’t wait for it to come
how to take on more responback in the fall. Not only are bonds made with girls in the same grade,
sibilities. One of the best
there is a great atmosphere created by the coaches that allows all the
aspects of the team is that it
grades to enjoy each other and have fun being competitive.
While the team did not win every match, each player worked
helps you make new friends.
as hard as she could in playing other schools, some in doubles matches The team practiced and ran
and others as singles. Teammates encouraged each other and always
every day, and bonded recheered up any player when she was down. In the end, the team came
ally well. It took some time
in fourth at the Inter-Ac championship. Some of the girls came close to for the team to learn how
winning by advancing to higher level and winning shortened matches.
to work together, but we
The day of Inter-Ac was a fun day spent with competitive matches and improved with every game.
team bonding. Since it was the last official match, all the girls were sad The freshman team’s only
to say goodbye to the season but were grateful that they had the chance loss this year was to Merion
to enjoy themselves. Both the varsity coach, Steve Hall, and JV coach, Mercy, on a penalty stroke late in the game. We won the rematch on
Paul Conway, were able to make practices fun and challenging enough
their field with a last second score. I think that was the highlight of the
to advance our skills from the beginning of the season, with all of us
season. The final record for the freshman team was 4-1-2.
improving their tennis game by the end. I hope anyone interested in
The JV squad also had a first year coach, Mrs. Brandy Petrongtennis joins the team. It’s an experience that would benefit anyone, not
olo. She led the team to a 13-3-2 record. The captains for the team
just in terms of skill but by creating friendships that will last all through
were juniors Kelly McNeill and Lexi Suydam. Under Coach Adele
high school.
Williams, and led by team co-captain Moira Putsch, the Varsity field
hockey team won their ninth Inter-Ac Title in 11 years. They also won
Field Hockey, a Goal in Itself
the PA Independent State Championships by defeating their seasonBy Gretchen Heisler (’17)
long rival, Episcopal Academy. Moira won many honors for her outThis season the freshman field hockey team welcomed two new
standing play this year. In addition to being the Main Line and Delso
coaches, Kristen Roselli and Karen Duffy. Although Mrs. Roselli is
Times Field Hockey Player of the Year, she was named the All Southnew to ND, she is is familiar with the school through her husband,
eastern PA player of the year for field hockey. Being part of ND Field
John, who works in information services. Mrs. Duffy was glad to
be back on the sidelines at Notre Dame, this time as a coach. Before Hockey, at any level, is a privilege. You are surrounded by teammates
that, she watched her daughter play field hockey for the Irish for four whose dedication and support make all the hard work worth it.
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Fashion Blog

The Race to Prom:
By Margaux Steltz (‘15)
On April 4th, the junior and senior girls of Notre Dame will dress their best, and have a night they will never forget; Prom. Prom is
just around the corner now, and as a Junior I know the stress of finding a dress. I, along with the majority of the upperclassmen, feel
as though it is speeding toward me. This could be due to the earliness of the event or the competition to find the dress. We are racing
against time, and each other to find our perfect dress. The gown that perfectly complements the body and personality of each girl is out
there, but she must fights is to find it before it is taken.
There is tremendous pressure to find this perfect dress. The dresses that will make you feel like princess on prom night. The
dress that you will look back on and cherish years from now and possibly use to embarrass your daughter on her prom night. She will
probably find it repulsive like many daughters find their mother’s dress today, Although; many of our mother’s dresses had the disadvantage of being are from the eighties … but that is beside the point. The point I am trying to make is that finding the memorable dress
is extremely nerve-racking before adding the addition stress of the race.
The race factor makes the dress buying experience more time-sensitive. To avoid the uncomfortable experience of having two
girls with the same dress, a Facebook group was created called “ND Prom Dresses 2014” (at right), (This is not to be confused, by the
way, with “ND Prom Dress Group 2014,” where you can peruse prom dresses being worn by total strangers at a completely different
ND.) When a girl finds their dress it is posted in the group, to ensure that no other girl buys her dress. Considering that I would probably break down and cry in the event that someone else were wearing MY dress, I support this notion behind this group 100,000%.
However, it does add an extra sense of urgency to the prom process. You must find your perfect dress before anyone else buys it. And
once you find it, you know… nobody can mess with your dress.
It is like a race in that the running is nervous before it starts; not knowing what is to come. During it there are a million things to
think about: your competition, the clock, etc… Seeing the finish, is finding the dress. Crossing that finish line is going to prom, where
you are rewarded with satisfaction and an irreplaceable experience.

Did Someone Say “Prom”?
By Claire Thompson (’16)

Imagine putting on your beautiful prom dress, with all of the matching accessories, and heels. Waiting for your “prince” to come and
bring you to one of the most memorable nights of your life. It took countless hours of sorting through all of the dresses in the mall and
online to find the “perfect” one for your special night, but what if you couldn’t find it? What if you could not afford your dress and all
the accessories?
The Domestic Abuse Project of Delaware County (DAP) was founded in 1976 to provide safety, advocacy and supportive services to women and children who were victi
ms of domestic violence. The violence these people have endured does not make them
“broken,” but rather survivors and heroes to their families and others that have the opportunity to know them. Nonetheless, no matter how brave they had to become to stand up to
the individual that is causing them harm, there are still aspects of a “normal life” that elude
them, and this might include semi-formals and proms. Some of the young women who
have endured domestic abuse do not have the money to purchase a new dress, shoes, or
jewelry. Nana’s Attic, in the Lawrence Park Shopping Center in Broomall, is sponsoring a
“Prom Sunday” on March 23, 2014. This is an opportunity for donated dresses, shoes, and
accessories to be put up for sale at a price that the families can afford. But where do they
get the dresses and accessories? That is where “you” step in! Everything in the store is either new or gently used donations from other
young women.
I believe that this is a wonderful way to give to those who are
less fortunate and are not as privileged as some of us may be. The
majority of the students in school are going to attend their semi-formal and prom knowing that they can afford the expenses, but many
of these young women associated with DAP are unable to do that.
They are trying to move forward in their lives and trying to create
a bright and “normal” future. So to allow one of these girls to feel
beautiful and to give them the confidence and hope that there are
people out there that care is a good cause indeed--and a gift of time
and thought that could even be life changing to her. Please consider
participating in donating (tax deductible) any new or gently used
semi-formal dresses, shoes or accessories to this very important and
wonderful opportunity… and make a difference! Leave any donations outside the Campus Ministry office. Thank you! And have a
wonderful time at Prom!
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Point of View
An Open Letter to My Colleges
Dear College,
There is a faint rumor that you are this amazing and extraordinary
place, and that I am going to spend the best four years of my life with
you, but right now I just cannot see it. You ask so much of me, this
application, these essays, transcripts, recommendations, all by such
rapidly approaching deadlines. I’m sixteen years old I can’t make a
commitment like this, you getting so much from me and I having to
wait so long to merely hear from you.
I had my whole life planned until you came into the equation.
I thought I’d enjoy my senior year, hang out with my friends every
weekend. I thought I’d exercise my freedom of driving, go to school
sports games and be the stereotypical senior. I never thought I would
be home every single weekend, sitting in front of a computer screen
answering questions about where my mom went to college and producing my health grade from freshman year. I can hardly get my regular
homework done, much less write seven more essays, one about my
transition into adulthood, the next about my leadership, the next about
what sets my heart on fire. What kind of essay question is that anyway? I haven’t hung out with my friends since the summer, we are all
so busy vying for your attention. You have consumed my life, every
thought is somehow related to you, you come up in every conversation. Everyone asks about you, people who don’t even know you or
haven’t seen you in 30 plus years inquire how you are, where you are.
It’s sickening.
You expect me to be this outstanding student, exceptional test
taker, community leader and pinnacle of service. I cannot be Student
Council Officer, team captain, club president and scholar. How could
one person possible do this all? Aren’t I enough for you? I am unique
in my own way, and if you cannot appreciate that then I will not accept
you. This is my rejection letter to you -- hopefully it will teach you a
lesson for the next victim you choose.

solicits help from the rugged loner Kristoff and his pet reindeer, Sven.
After a tumultuous journey, both literally and figuratively, Elsa and
Anna recognize their own strength and also, the strength of love. Shout
out to Hans Christian Andersen, on whose Snow Queen the story is
based: your stories never get old.

Other Suggestions, from the Editor’s Desk
Marissa Baum (’14)
Book (New): Young Money: Inside the Hidden World of Wall
Street’s Post-Crash Recruits
Want a new real life “Wolf of Wall Street” read? Here you go.
Book (Classic): East of Eden by John Steinbeck
Tells the story of two brothers whose relationships parallel that of
the Biblical Cain and Abel. Long, but definitely worth it.
Movie (Upcoming): Maleficent
Come on, who didn’t love Sleeping Beauty? And if that’s not
enough to convince you, Lana Del Rey’s single “Once Upon
Dream” is featured in this one.
Movie (Classic): Miracle
With the US Olympic Men’s and Women’s Hockey teams on a roll
in Sochi, you’d be crazy not to indulge in this incredible film. (It
will make you love America even more than you already do.)
Album: Pure Heroine, Lorde
Yeah, her performances might be a bit funky, but this girl is just 17
and is certainly making a splash. Make sure to check out “Team”
‘Ribs” and “Bravado.”

New to Netflix: Bates Motel
If you really want to know who--or what--touched you that time
I am not a sheet of paper, I am not a set of numbers. My SAT
at Arasapha Farms back in middle school...catch up in time for
scores, GPA and class rank do not define me. You should be convincing
Season 2!
me to come to you, and not by sending me seven emails a day. I don’t
need another packet with your average mid range profile of the Class
of 2017. What I need is sleep, and a lot of it. I am a sleep deprived,
stressed out, emotional teenage girl, and you are the object of my fury.
You better run, you better hide. Maybe I will talk with you in April or
May but right now I’m through. Stop sending me emails about open
houses or asking me to follow you on twitter. All I want back from this
pseudo relationship is a letter. You have my address. We’ll talk in May.

Restaurant: Max Brenner on Walnut Street, Phila.
High risk for chocolate overdose.
Lunch in the Caf: A roll, buffalo chicken, provolone cheese,
ranch (on the grill) with water and chocolate chip cookies.
Thank me later.

Sincerely,
One Member of the Class of 2018
(a.k.a. Erica Westlake [’14])

Reviews
by Olivia Chow (‘16)
Frozen, the latest Disney movie, is a fun-filled movie for
all ages, with a talking snowman and a goofy reindeer. Even if you
haven’t seen it yet in the theater, your friends have undoubtedly played
you their favorite songs on You Tube and performed them for you endlessly in the car, at lunch, or on the bus. Although the film is targeted at
younger ages than ours, its meaningful story and charming characters
has captured the hearts of all its viewers. The story centers on Elsa, a
young woman of royal lineage endowed with special ice powers, and
her estranged relationship with her sister, Anna, because of a childhood
incident. Isolated within herself--and ultimately in a spectacular ice
castle of her own making with an eternal winter raging outside, Elsa
struggles to reconcile with her true self. Eventually, she lets herself go
and accepts herself as she is, casting off restraint and fear. In the meantime, Anna embarks on a journey to reconcile with her sister. Along
the way, she ponders her spontaneous love affair with Prince Hans, and

Have you endured a new film you wish everyone else knew to avoid like
the plague? Did you hear some wonderful country music at a new venue
no one knows about yet? Were you dating that naughty boy from
Devon....? OK, not that last one, TMI. But if you’ve got a strong point of
view on a recent cultural experience--whether it was positive or negative--why not let The Gates give you a chance to tell everyone about it?
Write us at thegates@ndapa.org
[And FYI: “Ask Ste. Julie”--our imagined advice column from last
year’s April Fools issue--returns this spring, by popular demand. Got a
question for the Smiling Saint? You just might get an answer.].
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Flashback! Faculty recall the Best
and Worst in Weird Weather and Field Trips
On the whole, we’d rather be in Villanova...
Yes, this winter ranks among the worst ever on campus. Sleet, snow,
frigid temperatures...and it’s not even March yet! But before you go
wishing anything rash--like that you could be anywhere but here-consider these special moments from field trips past.You just might
never board the trip bus again.
Mrs. Sajeski: Mrs. Sabatino and I were chased by the security
guards in Edinburgh, Scotland, because I jumped the “ velvet ropes”
in the chapel of St. Margaret (my namesake) so Gail could take my
photo on the altar. The ropes set off an alarm and the chase began.
We were not apprehended, but our pictures are on the walls of the
old city to this day. JK.
Mrs. Bonner: The time I went on the March for Life and one of the
girls met her date there. Or not long after 9/11, when Mrs. Riley and
I took the girls to the National Liberty Museum and let them play in
the national park across the street. Some crazy guy ran up to Juliann
Downs and yelled, “Fire in the hole! Fire in the hole!” National Park
guards came from every direction.
Mrs. Woehlcke: Accidentally leaving Sister Mary Hyde at Hershey
Park. On a bench. Sr. Regina had to drive back to pick her up.

Worst weather memories...
Ms. Nobles: The power has gone out several times when I’ve covered the Harron desk, leaving me helpless in the dark. I’ve also been
stranded here during torrential rain and accumulating snow with forlorn
students trying to reach their folks.

Mrs. DaCrema: The Students for Justice Earth Day incident, when we
bought a tree, publicized it all over campus, planted it, posted images
Mrs. McGuiness: The time Mrs. DaCrema left almost all of the perof it all over the ND Virtual School, and then--over the next two, very
mission slips on Mrs. Harrington’s desk, and only realized it when
were on 476 heading for the Franklin! Only Colleen Donnelly’s form- long weeks of constant watering and care--watched it die horribly in
-which had chaperones’ phone numbers written on the back--was with full view of everyone having lunch in the Faculty Dining Room.
us. She was the only girl legally on the trip!
Mr. Quigg: The changing leaves and an autumnal zephyr clearly affected the migration pattern of one poor bird, who flew into my glass
Mrs. DaCrema: One frigid March for Life we had emerged from the
door and expired while our class was being observed for PAIS. I think
bus with our signs and banner, looking confused when some helpful people showed us exactly where to go for the rally. We walked 30 the same class we likened Moses’ upbringing with nursemaids in the
paces or so toward a deserted alley--then Mrs. Gandolfo realized what pharaoh’s court to Kim Kardashian and North West. It was a fabulous
they had done. Mme. Alexander turned and yelled after them, full vol- 4th period!
ume, “What are you?? Pro-death?”
Mrs. McGuiness: This past fall, my 6th period would start off so nicely,
Ms. Nobles: First, the trip to the Shakespeare Museum, which was fun, and then we’d be invaded by stinkbugs. It’s a mystery to me why they
but not the morning train ride during rush hour with no seats available only came out after lunch, but they would just appear out of nowhere,
and voided tickets that my co-chaperone gave me on purpose , know- without warning. One day, the girls opened books because we were
going to read poetry. One by one, each girl found a dead (or alive) stink
ing I’d be so honestly horrified they’d let me use them anyway. And
the fake names on the Amtrak tickets because some girls were late de- bug in her textbook. As each opened her book, she’d scream and drop
ciding whether to go: Fleur de Lis, Pearl Ring, Sandy Beach... Or the it. Altogether there were 15 screams-the bugs managed to get in every
trip to the Penn Museum, where a professor read to our sophomores a book! I switched to a Power Point presentation, and I told the class, “If
lengthy psalm in Hebrew--then asked for their reaction to it. The only we spot more stink bugs and reach 20, then we will relocate, but until
person who raised her hand was Brianna Williamson, who had prom- then, let’s just focus.” Minutes later one bug slowly crawled up the
ised to ask questions of the speaker. She said, “Can you read it again?” window, then another, and another. They even appeared on the ceilingthey have a way of just showing up. Everyone was mesmerized by
the bugs, seeing if 20 would emerge. Sure enough, we got to 20, then
Mrs. Bonner: The best trip was the one to Williamsburg, when Mrs.
Riley and I rode down in her convertible Saab, with the top down. The moved to the library. English class over.
directions blew away, and we got lost, near DC. That night the girls
Mr. Woehlcke: One wintry Friday in December, I drove onto camwere jumping on the beds and management complained. One of our
pus only to be met by Bosco at the front gate telling me to be careful
meals was in the basement of a pub and it was “authentic to the time
period,” (translation: gross). The next night one girl got a plastic ring because the high winds and rain were causing trees to come crashing
down. I made my way to the parking lot, but soon realized school had
stuck on her finger. We went late at night to see Ms. Phalan [then Junior School Principal]. She was calm as a cucumber, her hair entirely been cancelled! Sr. Regina informed the senior moderators that the
Christmas Ball that night would also be canceled. The only working
in big curlers. She hacked off that ring with sewing scissors.
phones on campus were in the mansion, where Mrs. Opila and I spent
our morning calling seniors who had tickets for the dance. Later, as
Mrs. Culbertson: The most memorable trip was going to Winchester
VA with my high school band to play in the Apple Blossom Festival. It we made our way to our cars, we listened to the chorus of chain saws
was May and the weather was beautiful. We finished by going to D.C. throughout the area.
to see the Smithsonian museums and the Capitol
Mrs. Culbertson: My most miserable NDA weather was last
Thursday January, 23rd when the freezing near sub-zero temperaMrs. Bonner (yes--she has been on lots of field trips): The senior
tures caused the pipes in the sprinkler system to freeze and break
weekday sleepover when the girls wouldn’t get up in time, and evmaking the fire alarm to go off and water to spill all over the stage
eryone had to climb over the bodies of oversleeping seniors the next
in Connelly 101.
morning. Or that Thon when the alarms wouldn’t stop going off.
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Travelogue
Pope Francis:
Welcoming the
Church to the
21st Century
By Claire
Thompson (’16)
The Pope is, of
course, the most
important and influential figure in the
Catholic Church at
any given point in time. The Church and its people look to the
Pope, as does much of the world, in times of question and need.
Although the past few leaders of the Catholic Church have not
always captured the eyes of millions, Pope Francis has done just
that in just the few months he has been pope. Among many reasons, a few that are special about our new Pope is that he is the
first to use the name Francis and the first to come from Argentina!
During my time in Rome, I was able to see the pope twice;
during his Christmas day blessing and again on the Feast of the
Holy Family. A good friend of my family lives right next door to
St. Peters Square and can see the Vatican from his balcony, which
is a breathtaking sight! On Christmas Eve, he invited us to his
monastery, so we could view Pope Francis’ Christmas blessing
from the rooftop. We accepted, of course, and upon arriving at
the monastery, we found that we were closer than all of the other
news stations broadcasting the Christmas blessing!
What amazed me even more than the view was the energy
and reaction the crowd had to the Pope’s arrival. The cheers that
echoed from St. Peter’s Square were deafening! Thousands of
people, from all walks of life, packed into the square just to hear
the blessing that was to be heard around the world. Due to the
language barrier, I did not understand what Pope Francis was saying to the crowd below me, but the effect of his words was one
that moved you and everyone present. For one moment in time, it
did not matter where you came from or what language you spoke;
we were all gathered together, united, to share in a beautiful
blessing.
I am excited at the possibilities that appear to lie before us and
our Church with the arrival of Pope Francis. I feel his energy, his desire
to be one with the people, and his true devotion to God and doing good
for others, no matter their stations in life,. He gives us all hope and the
same desire to be better people. It can be a chain reaction if we only
take the first step, reach out and strive to be our very best.

Attention All Students!

Do you have a English composition due this week?
A college essay due by the end of the month?
Need a second pair of eyes to help revise it?

Then come join the Writing Fellows in the
Writing Center at all periods of the day!

G.I.F.T.
Gathering Information to fight
Trafficking
Calling all Juniors and Seniors:
Join us on tuesdays at 7:45 Rm. 29
Refreshments will be served!!!!!!

Going somewhere, Girls? Or maybe just wishing you could?
Consider writing The Gates with your travel experiences or
your favorite globetrotting dreams. thegates@ndapa.org
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Sports Recap
By MacKenzie Bonner (’14)
While some of us have been at home enjoying this wintry weather
with a nice cup of hot chocolate, the ND athletes have been hard at
work finishing off their successful seasons! Here’s a recap of what
they’ve been up to...
Seniors Marissa Laws and Erica Westlake led the ND swim
team to a 5-3 record in the league overall. In an extremely close
meet against their rival, Agnes Irwin, ND swimming pulled out an
impressive win, 95-90. In addition, 14 swimmers qualified and participated in the East Coast Catholic Swim Championships in Landover, Maryland where the team took 3rd place overall. We would also
like to congratulate Marissa Laws on an amazing diving season.
Another special shout-out goes to sophomore Kaitlin Perni, who set
two new school records in the 200 IM and the 100 Free. Sophomore
Reilly Bonner remarks, “We had such a great season this year with
the addition of many new freshman. Everyone worked really hard
and improved their times. I can’t wait for next season!”
You’ve seen them roaming the halls in their spiffy tracksuits,
the members ND basketball team are a dedicated group of athletes
who also enjoyed an impressive season this cold winter. The two
seniors on the team, Colleen Donnelly and Marissa Weimer, led the
team to a record of 7-5, earning the 3rd place spot in the interact,
ahead of their rival, Penn Charter. In a close game against Villa Maria, the team pulled off an exciting win by 3 points. Team manager
Sophie Schmucker (Senior) comments, “The team worked very hard
and had a great season. Everyone improved so much this season and
our team had a lot of fun playing. It was a great group of girls to
spend my last season with.”
Despite this year’s poor weather conditions, which were less
than ideal for running outside, the ND track team had another great
season with every runner participating in one of the many late night
meets. Katrina Seykora (Junior) reflects, “Track was an enjoyable
and welcoming environment, where everyone is motivated to perform to the best of their ability. The coaches succeeded in assigning
challenging workouts, while allowing everyone to participate in
meets. Track is an extremely close-knit team, and I am so lucky to
have been a part of it for three years!” In addition, the 4x4 relay of
sisters Katie (Senior) and Mikayla Schneider (Sophomore), along
with Jill Battista (Senior), and Julia Dambly (Sophomore) had a
great deal of success this year. Even with the weather difficulties
and an injury at the beginning of the season for Mikayla Schneider,
the relay team came back strong and qualified for States again this
year, after placing 16th overall last winter.
States will take place at Penn State on March 1st and the
runners will be faced with two aspects that are different from their
usual meets-a banked track and the chance to wear their spikes.
Says Katie Schneider (Senior), “Our team has trained so hard for the
long season, with workouts out in the cold and late meets on Friday
nights--but we have a lot of fun and have dance parties on the bus
rides home. Our 4x4 relay is very excited for states, especially after
competing and doing so well last year!” We’ve got our fingers crossed
that States 2014 will be another victory!
Since our last issue, a number of seniors have committed to
continue their athletic careers at the collegiate level. We
congratulate all of them on their wonderful achievements!
Katie Schneider Stanford University
(Lacrosse)
Jess Derstine Duquesne University
(Lacrosse)
Maria Biancaniello St. Joseph’s
University (Crew)
Moira Putsch University of Maryland
(Field Hockey)
Maggie Fitzgerald Northwestern
University (Field Hockey)

